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History of your conversation on Chat

Hi! 

 Thank you for reaching out. We’ll be with you as soon as possible. 

  

Have you thought of visiting the Community Hub : https://community.fizz.ca/ ? If your answer is not already there, you can

post your question and quickly get tips and support from other Fizz members.

10:07

Hi, I received a text and email this morning claiming my payment failed. I have been using the same credit card without

any changes, and it is not expired. The credit card also worked for my previous payment and also my wife's most recent

payment. 2 family members also got the same email this morning (and they each have their own credit cards). Please

help, thanks.

Ivan Yau 10:08

I opened up a ticket as well: 18153

Ivan Yau 10:11

Hello Ivan,

Razvan 10:14

hi

Ivan Yau 10:14

also.. there are 3 days left on my current month so not sure why this is even an issue

Ivan Yau 10:16

hello?

Ivan Yau 10:16

We know about this situation and we try to solve it

Razvan 10:17

I verified your account and I saw that your payment cycle should be over 3 days

Razvan 10:17

ok.. so what do i need to do now?

Ivan Yau 10:17

You must be patience and wait a resolution from us

Razvan 10:18

We will escalate your issue and you will be informed via e-mail when we get an answer

Razvan 10:18

And can you fix the same issue for my 2 other family members?

Ivan Yau 10:18

Their issues will be resolved after the incident will be end.

Razvan 10:20

Momentary it is an issue which impacts more people

Razvan 10:20
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The conversation has ended.

Can you explain why this is even happening? Everyone will be having their service suspended because of this error by

Fizz

Ivan Yau 10:21

It is a issue, probably with payment system, but we will do everything we can to solve it within shortest time possible.

Razvan 10:21

And does this affect referral bonuses? Roll over data?

Ivan Yau 10:22

It is possible, this incident doesn't affect those bonuses

Razvan 10:23

What is possible?

Ivan Yau 10:24

In this moment unfortunately, I don't have any information about this incident.

Razvan 10:25

So basically you don't know why this is happening, or when it will be fixed, or whether or not this will affect our

referral bonuses. The only thing we know is that our services will be suspended by Fizz because of any issue regarding

your payment system.

Ivan Yau 10:26

Yes

Razvan 10:26

I can only to report your issue forward to our specialized team

Razvan 10:27

thank you.

Ivan Yau 10:27


